Sustainable Collection Services (SCS) and GreenGlass allow single libraries and library groups to explore and visualize their collection in the context of the collective collection, quickly model deselection and print management scenarios, and generate custom reports and lists to support weeding and other collection management activities.

Ready to register your shared print commitments from GreenGlass? See [Shared Print Registration service](https://help.oclc.org/Library_Management/SCS_and_GreenGlass).

- **Weeding and deselection bibliography**
  
  [No image available](https://help.oclc.org/Library_Management/SCS_and_GreenGlass)

  Find an annotated bibliography of resources for weeding and deselecting materials, compiled by Sustainable Collection Services (SCS) staff.

- **SCS and GreenGlass training**
  
  [No image available](https://help.oclc.org/Library_Management/SCS_and_GreenGlass)

  Find all training on SCS and GreenGlass